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Reviewer's report:

This is an interesting case report describing a novel mutation (large del) in a patient with cystinosis.

More detail is required regarding the initial gene tests. What did the report say - did exon 3 and 4 fail PCR, was MPLA or other investigations suggested at this time by the genetics centre. The delay in recognition and molecular genetic diagnosis is very important. What lessons can be learnt to prevent further delays in the future with similar cases?

What is the ethnicity of the family, was there any effort to find similar families - ie is this deletion a founder mutation?

Some clinical photos / data would be welcome as a new figure

How many cases of cystinosis are genetically unsolved or have just a single heterozygous change - could this deletion (heterozygously) allow other cases to be solved. Has the mutation been uploading into LOVD or a similar genetic database?
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